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Parents of kids in Saline Area Schools are struggling to understand how an explicit sex
education program made it this close to landing in front of their children.

I am one of them.

As a mother of 10, eight of my kids have spent time in the Saline schools. Like many parents,
I’m a regular in the classrooms and attend our local school board meetings. That’s where
parents first got a clue that something new was coming our kids’ way.

What we’ve learned may offer an important lesson for parents in other districts around the
state.  

Our district is currently pushing a new sex education program for students with special needs
(life skills class) starting in 7th grade.

It features explicit illustrations of anal and oral sex, a how-to guide for male masturbation
(even in presentations for girls), graphic visual depictions of ejaculation and even a suggestion
that pregnant teens abort their unborn children.  

This last item flies in the face of state law that prohibits abortion guidance in sex education
programs.

Other aspects of the curriculum are too explicit to publish.

Figuring out what’s in this new curriculum hasn’t been easy. In fact, the district has been
working to make it harder for parents to discover what’s happening — or may soon happen —
in their students’ schools.

This is not right, and it must change.
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The Saline district announced its intention to update the sex education curriculum for
students with special needs. That got parents’ attention, but then the district went quiet.

Part of any update like this involves the formation of a sex education advisory board, required
under Michigan law, to help identify new curriculum and get buy-in from the community. 

Who is on the board? The district won’t tell parents. When does the board meet? It
doesn't send notices or post calendar updates.  

To review the lesson plans, parents must visit the district office during the COVID-19
pandemic, and we are prohibited from taking pictures or making copies, supposedly due to
copyright issues. 

In fact, the only way parents like me have learned as much about the problematic content as
we have is because one parent in the district actually went to the trouble of purchasing the
entire curriculum herself to allow others to review. We later discovered the school had the
ability to create temporary parent accounts to review the materials all along.

Some have asked, “What are they trying to hide?” Now that we know the troubling answers,
the next question is whether they’re going to get away with it.

Raelyn Davis, Saline Township


